
galley 
equipment

For over twenty years SZIC Industrial Company 

has been a key player in the galley interior 

sector, offering the world’s leading airlines and 

railway operators, innovative solutions for their 

catering needs.

SZIC is a direct manufacture of galley and inserts 

equipment and can manufacture a wide range 

of galley modules, such as Atlas, KSSU or any 

custom designed trolley, in order to meet the 

customer’s unique catering needs at competitive 

prices. 

Galleys and Components are produced from 

high grade aluminum alloys and superior 

materials - designed and manufactured to a high 

quality standard and have minimal maintenance 

requirements.

The new lightweight Trolleys, with “must have” 

features, are designed to increase in-flight 

service efficiency and are specifically designed 

to help save on fuel expenses and reduce CO2 

emissions.

All in-flight galley components can be 

customized to fit any specification and can 

be finished to match any existing interiors to 

enhance the overall appearance, ambiance and 

comfort for passengers and cabin crew. 

GAL - 167 - 202
Atlas full size trolley w/o ice drawer

GAL - 178 - 202
Service Trolley

GAL - 167 - 201
Atlas full size trolley with ice drawer
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carts
GAL - 167 - 204
Atlas halfsize trolley w/o 
ice drawer

GAL - 183 - 201
Newspaper cart

GAL - 167 - 203
Atlas halfsize trolley with 
ice drawer

GAL - 174 - 202
Atlas halfsize dustbin cart

GAL - 177 - 201
Atlas full size duty free cart

GAL - 174 - 201
Atlas full size dustbin cart
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containers &
oven skids 

GAL - 184 - 201
Atlas Container

GAL - 184 - 202
KSSU Container

GAL - 185 - 203
LTU Oven Insert

GAL - 185 - 202
KSSU Oven insert

GAL - 185 - 201
Atlas Oven Insert
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drawers & 
waste box 

GAL - 187 - 204
Atlas Aluminum Drawer

GAL - 187 - 206
Atlas Aluminum Lightweight Drawer 

GAL - 187 - 207
Atlas PP Drawer 

GAL - 187 - 205
KSSU Aluminum Drawer 

GAL - 187 - 202
Atlas Drawer

GAL - 672 - 201
Waste Box
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